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Abstract. In the paper GMDH algorithm cooperative immune network are  proposed. Comparative numerical 
experiments are made. It is shown that the use of external criteria in the cooperative immune algorithm greatly 
improves the quality of the forecast time series. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Recently a great attention is paid to of researchers the development of hybrid systems and algorithms. This is 
caused by that application of methods a corresponding computing paradigm does not always lead to success. In a hybrid 
architecture inefficiency of one approach, compensated by different approach. By combining different approaches can 
overcome the drawbacks that are each method alone. Integration and hybridization of different methods and information 
technology allows to solve complex tasks that can not be solved on the basis of any separate methods. In the case of the 
integration of diverse information technologies can be expected synergy effects of a higher order than when combining 
different models within the same technology. In the article [5] was a detailed analysis of hybridization methods of 
neural networks, fuzzy networks and evolutionary algorithms with GMDH. Using GMDH for hybridization with other 
computing paradigms because GMDH has some of unique properties [6].  

Algorithms are tremendously noise-resistant - with a ratio of nois/signal θ = 20-30%  algorithms are used to 
obtain an accurate physical model, the algorithms do not lose their health up to the ratio θ = 300-400% [7] . The noise-
immune algorithm models of self-organizing algorithms when selecting the type and consistency of application of the 
criteria can obtain reasonably accurate forecasts in the conditions when the noise power exceeds the power of the useful 
signal. Immunity to interference algorithms for self-organization with the right choice of species, and the sequence of 
criteria to be applied let you receive the fairly accurate forecasts in an environment where the noise power higher than 
the power the useful signal. The explanation for this effect is associated with the abandonment of the principle of "than 
the most more and more difficult model, that she more accurate" and the recognition of the principle of the existence of 
an optimal size and complexity of the model. 

In [1] described a new type of algorithm for constructing artificial immune networks - "cooperative algorithm 
of  artificial immune network. We have investigated the advantages and disadvantages of this method. The algorithm 
has shown a high rate of convergence and accuracy in solving the problems of prediction and classification. The general 
idea of this algorithm is shown in Figure 1. The main idea of this algorithm is that, each antibody of population is only 
as the part of the solution or in the case of approximation problems is as the part of the model. Within the population, 
the antibodies connected to each other in some way (co-operating) and form a structure capable of solving the problem 
at the system level, i.e. at the level of the entire population, rather than at a single individual.  

This approach greatly reduced the time spent on training while maintaining an acceptable quality of 
approximation. A more detailed description of the cooperative immune algorithm can be found in [1-4]. In this article 
we propose a new scheme of the algorithm using the external criteria GMDH (Fig. 1). 
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Fig. 1. The general scheme of the cooperative algorithm 

 
 

2  Theoretical Part 
 

2.1 The problem of the time series forecasting 
 

Time series is a set of data that were collected or recorded via the serial (equal) intervals. Consider the dynamic 
system (i.e. a system whose properties change over time) with one output . The value of output of the system at 
different times can be represented as the following sequence  

y

( )ttnt y,y...,,y 1−− , (1) 

where t - time. If and  are the two successively recorded in the time value of output of the system and jty − ity −

( ) ( ) n,j,i,constjtit 0==−−− , then the sequence (1) is the time-series of the dynamic systems behavior 

observations. 

 According to Takens’ theorem, the problem of time series forecasting is reduced to a typical function 
approximation problem of several variables for a given set of examples using the procedure of diving series in l-
dimensional lagged space. In this case the value of time series is an arbitrary function of l past values of the same 
series. That is: 

ty

( )lttt y...,,yfy −−= 1 . (2) 

This feature provides an unambiguous prediction of the next value of series on l its previous value. The problem 
of model identification of the nonlinear structure object of the form: 

( )nxxxfy ...,,, 21= , (3) 

for which the relationship between inputs and output ix y is presented in tabular form of the experiments data T: 

( )U
k

i
iinii y,x...,,x,xT

1
21

=

= , (4) 

where k is the number of table rows. 
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2.2 Representations of solutions 
 

 Dependence of (2) in general is a mathematical expression that can be written as a formula. For example, assume 
that our object has three inputs  and one output. Suppose also that the relationship between the inputs of 
the object and its output can be described by the formula: 

( 321 ,, xxx )

33221112 xa)xaxa(ay ⋅+⋅= , (5) 

where  are the some constants that serve as coefficients. 12321 a,a,a,a

In terms of the theory of evolutionary algorithms the such graph is called a genetic program. It includes the tops 
of two types: 

- terminal top - top that has no incoming arcs in it and these tops are the variables in the task; 

- functional top - the top, which has both incoming and outgoing arcs; the functional tops include the 
mathematical operations and functions. 

Each top can have multiple outgoing arcs. Incoming arcs may have only functional tops. The number of incoming 
arcs in the top depends on the number of function arguments supplied by the top. Since most mathematical operations 
and functions are unary or binary, then most of the tops will have one or two incoming arcs. In contrast to the classical 
view of the genetic program in this paper all arcs of the graph are weighted. One of the main properties of the graph is 
that it contains no cycles and can always be presented as a tree. Consider another example of mathematical expression: 

( ) ( )22111233221112123 xaxaaxa)xaxa(aay ''' ⋅+⋅+⋅=  (6) 

 

2.3 The encoding of antibodies 

The design of artificial immune systems begin with defining of search space or "space forms." Each form is 
identified with the antibody of the immune system and is a string that encodes one possible solution of the problem. The 
proposed method in this paper, in contrast to classical approaches, uses no individual the programs genetic coding but 
population one, where each antibody is only part of the genetic program. The set of terminal vertices can not be any 
changed during the solution of the problem, so the immune algorithm population should be only antibodies that encode 
functional tops. In this case the line antibodies can be represented as (Fig. 2). 

 

Code of function Code of 1-st unit-
descendant 

Code of 2-nd 
unit-descendant 

Weight of 1-st 
unit-descendant 

Weight of 2-nd 
unit-descendant 

Fig. 2. The proposed structure of the immune algorithm individual populations 
 

As seen from the figure, the antibody has the mixed (integer and real) coding. The function code and codes of 
nodes serving as integers, and weights - as real. Under the function code, one can understand its number or index in the 
array of functions (functional set). The function set (F) may contain any number of mathematical operations, functions, 
polynomials, that is F { }...,poly,polyln,tan,cos,sin,/,*,,, 21−+= . ly 21 understan

xxaxac)x,

 Here, under  po ding the use 

of Kolmogorov-Gabor polynomials, like 1 x(f

...,poly,  
2121121 = + + , 2

1221212 xaxac)x,f ++= , etc

T, 

x( . All tops 
of the genetic program graph are numbered. The top numbers, the output arcs of which directed to this top, are stored in 
the codes of the descendants of this node. Because all tops can contain any number of output arcs, then by either 
connection this top to the graph we cannot obtain the syntactically incorrect mathematical expression even when the 
codes of both node-descendants will be equal. This important feature allows you to give maximum freedom in the 
structure graph evolution during training. 

 

2.4 The calculation of affinity 

Any immune algorithm requires a population of antigen (AG), which will be recognized by population of 
antibodies (AB). In the tasks of identifying models as antigens population acts the set of data table rows experiments of 

k,i,Tt,AGAg,tAg iiii 1=∈∈= . There is also a possibility, suggested in [4], of table experiments splitting on a 
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the nd in general subset of rows , aTT,TAg iii ⊆= ji AgAg ≠ , ∅≠∩ ji AgAg
 

at ji ≠ . Evaluation of i-th genetic 

program and j-anti ed as the Euclide alu finity calculation we use a 
similarity degree, not the degree of complementarity of individuals. Therefore, we introduce an additional feature 
affinity, to keep the target area to maximize affinity, as: 

gen are calculat an distance. In this paper, in v es af

E
aff D

f
+

=
1

1 . (7) 

Because in our approach each antibody is the only part of the genetic program, its affinity is calculated based on 
the evaluation sub-graph formed by the current node and all its descendants. Thus, the function value afff varies from 0 

to 1, i.e.
 

[ ]10,:faff →ℜ+ .To control the sensitivity of antibody the affinity threshold (ε )is entere e fact, when 

the antibod  recognized the antigen jAg , is the affinity function value of

d. Th

y ABAb,Ab ii ∈  ε≥afff . Thus, the smaller 
the threshold more robust are the re s of the system. The number ns recognized by 

antibody iAb , called the antigen concentration and indicated as Ag
iν . To calculate the concentration, define the function 

of antigen nding with antibody, such as: 

 affinity, the sult of antige

 bi

[ ] [ ] { }1,01,01,0: →×b . (8) 

This function can take only two values: 1 - binding occurr  (antigen is recognized by an antibody) and 0 -  
was n

ed there
o binding (not recognized antigen by an antibody). Using the function value

 afff and the threshold ε  the function 
b can be represented as: 

⎪⎩

⎪
⎨
⎧

≥

<
=

.fif,

;fif,
b

aff

aff

ε

ε

1

0
 (9) 

Then the concentration of antigen to antibody can be calculated as follows: 

   j 1

,   (10) 

where is the function of the antibodies binding with antigen ;   is the population size (of trai

own in re 4.5. Using the value (7) - (10), the concentration 

iAb

∑=
k

ij
Ag
i bν                          

=

ijb iAb jAg k ning 

sample). Cell is stimulated, if its values are 0>Ag
iν . 

Consider the sample population, sh Figu Ag
3ν can be 

represented as some concentration composition Ag
1ν and Ag

2ν , that is AgAgAg
213 ννν o= . In this case, are the following 

two ratio variants of these three variables. 

Variant 1.  ,max( AgAgAg
213 ννν > ) - the antibody  has a higher concentration of antigen as compared with 

antibodi . So, in terms o gram
g s 

νν≤  . This introduction of node worsens or does not change the model 

approxim  which it follows that 
d or dec

edure of training 

 existence of only one antibody in an antibodies population. During the 
study population of antibodies is structurized as a graph, like that shown in Figure 4.6. In the context of immune 
algorithms call this structure as a functional network of antibodies (FNA). As the basic properties of this network are 

3Ab

es 1Ab and f genetic pro  the involving of node 3Ab  improves the depends 
approximat ringin us to the solution of the problem. In this case the cell Ab stimulated and antigen 

concentration is equal to Ag
3ν . 

Variant 2.  3ν

2Ab
ion, b 3 i

),max( AgAgAg
21  3Ab

ation, from the cell 3Ab  is not stimulated and its value Ag
3ν  is equal to 0. Learning 

algorithm uses information about the stimulated an not stimulated cells to increase rease the size of the 
antibodies repertoire. 

 
2.5 The proc

In general, early learning assumed the
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the fo

nction code and code first and second 
gener

. Remove the all cell of network values for which ( ) is less than or equal to 

some 

aping the immune response of the system to influence of antigen. Through 
the m  antibodies structure and, as consequent, increasing in affinity population. In 
this pa

llowing: 1) growth of the network based on the principle of clonal selection, 2) compression network, based on the 
death of not stimulated cells (apoptosis), 3) evolution and structure of the network settings based on the evaluation 
mechanisms and somatic hyper mutation. 

Step 1. Initialization. Creation of antibodies initial population AB. In this paper, the initial population consists of 
a single antibody, but of any specified size population can be initialized. 

Step 2. Infection (presence of antigens). For each antibody on the basis of expression (7) the calculation of 
antigen concentration. 

Step 3. Selection and cloning. Choosing the antibody with the highest concentration (most stimulated cells). 
Cloning the selected antibody. It is possible formation as one or several clones.  

Step 4. Maturation of affinity. Subject the mutation of all selected cells clones with intensity inversely-
proportional to their concentration of Ag

iv . While mutations the change the fu
ations (evolution of the network structure) are possible as well as the change of first and second generations 

weights (settings network evolution). 

Step 5. Re-calculate the concentration of network antibodies like of step 2. 

Step 6. Compression of network Ag
iv

given threshold Agvmin  (removal not stimulated cells). 

Step 7. Go to step 2, if the condition of stop does not fulfilled. 

 

2.6 Hyper mutation of cells 

Mutation plays an important role in sh
echanism of mutation is adapting of
per, the intensity of mutation depends on the values of the antibody concentration Agν  in network. The higher 

the value Agν , the lower the intensity of mutation. To mutations can be subjected the any part of the antibody line. 
Under the intensity β  one can means the quantity of the elementary effects of operator m tations on antibody Ab. 
Since the operator can affects the any part of the antibody, it can updates not only the weight characteristics of arcs 
FNA, but also the structure of the FNA. Let antibody 3Ab undergone by mutation so that both the function code and 
code of the 2nd node-descendant were changed.  To avoid the formation of a large number of the network outputs, the 
proposed method was set limitations under which an nctional network top can forms a relationship with only 
terminal tops or other functional tops with no outgoing a

 

2.7 GMDH cooperative immune algorithm 

u

y fu
rcs. 

In the onal external criteria. Using the basic criteria of training 
and te hecking (verification) and testing. Moreover, training and 
testing samples are as training set (Training set) (Fig. 3). 

developed system is implemented the basic and additi
sting occurs in the presence of three samples: training, c

Verification set

 

Fig. 3. Training, Verification and Training set 
 

Start 
training 

case 

End 
training 

case 
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An example of minimum achi
 

 
g set 

 
As external criterio zation the initial set of 

measurem

evement on the testing set is shown on the Fig. 4. 

Fig.4. An example of minimum achievement on the testin

n in our algorithm the regularity criterion was used. In this reali N  
ents  shares in sampling AN  by which the model parameters are estimated and in BN  for checking of and  

e suitable model. Regularity  defines standard deviation of model on the chec g sub-sequence: 

 

to
choice th  criterion kin

( )
( )

min
y

yy

B

B

B

Nt
t

Nt
t

M
t

→

−

=
∑

∑

∈

∈
2

2

2Δ  

 

(11) 

The principle of self-organization using external criteria is as follows. While the system trains on the training 
sample, its error is gradually approaching zero. At the same time, system error in the verification set passes through a 
certain m

Fig. 5. The graphical interp uracy of step integration 

dy 
on the verification set only of best individual of current ge ration, and alternatively the all population is investigated. 
When u

inimum value, which should not necessarily coincide with the minimum error in the study set (Fig. 5). It is 
proved that the achievement of a minimum on testing set is the moment of obtaining the most appropriate model. 

retation of an external criterion based on the criterion of acc
 

To implement this criterion, we added two new parameters: the size of checking set and the parameter of stu
ne

sing an external criterion at the end of each generation, when using only the best individual, is tested or: the 
better individual, or the entire population of the verification set. The error of this test is compared with the previous step 
error of procedure and, if it is less, then the individual structure who gave the error reduction is stored. At the end of the 
algorithm we have the best saved for two individual subsets. To explain an external criterion (it is based on the criterion 
of accuracy of step integration) turn to Figure 6. 
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3 Numerical
 

ing test problems 
Parameter value 

Fig. 6. Scheme flow of cooperative GMDH algorithm of artificial immune network 
 
 

 study of cooperative immune networks 

Table 1. Set up the cooperative immune network for solv
No. Name of parameter 

Time series of monthly volume of ticket sales 
1 
2 

Number of generatio
The period of compressio

ns 

3 
4 

n (of generations) 
Using the weights of arcs 
The accuracy of weights representation  

 10000
70 
So 
0,1 
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No. Name of parameter Parameter value 
5 The level of cell mutation 

Interval representation of w6 
7 

eights 1 .−  
+  Functional alphabet 

5 
[ ]010;.
{ }\*, ,, −

Time series of energy consumption 

1 
2 
3 

Number of generations 
The period of compression (of
Using the weights of arcs 

 representation  

eights 

10000 
170 
So 

1 .−  
+  

 generations) 

4 The accuracy of weights
The level of cell mutation 
Interval representation of w
Functional alphabet 

0,1 
3 

[ ]010;.
{ }\*,,, −

5 
6 
7 

 
Ch number of volumes monthly ticket shown in Figure 7 (a) and ). Charts 

of forecasts e series of energy consumption shown in Figure 8 (a) and (b).  
 

arts of forecasts on  4
 on 35 steps ahead of tim

4 steps for a (b

  
(а) (b) 

 
Fig. 7. Graphs of multistep forecasts of monthly tickets volumes sales. Predictions obtained using: a) neural network 
with radial basis package N solution (MSE = 43.8; RMSE = 8.64%), b) cooperative i ne algorithm (MSE = 

21.9; RMS  = 5.16%) 
euro mmu

E
 

  
(а) (b) 

 
Fig..8. Graphs of multistep forecasts of energy consum e series. Predictions obtained using: a) cooperative 
immune algorithm (MSE 5.4; (%RMSE = 6.14%), b) GMDH cooperative immune a thm (MSE = 542.5; 

%RMSE = 7.86%) 

ption tim
 = 42 lgori
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The Table 2 presents the numerical characteristics of the residues distribution of considered models. In this 
case, the excess of the normal distribution, and to test Jarque-Bera the specified degree of null hypothesis likelihood 
may ind

 different methods 
Excess Asymmetry Test Jarque-Bera

icates that the distribution considered is normal. The results of the above analysis show that the model residues 
distribution, generated by the developed algorithms, with a high degree of confidence could attributed to normal. 
Therefore, the most developed algorithms are quite suitable for solving problems of forecasting. 

 
Table 2. Numerical characteristics of the forecasting model residues distribution obtained by

No. Algorithm (probability) 
Time series of monthly of ti volume cket sales 

1 
2 

Cooperative immune alg   
GMDH Cooperative immun

2,74 -0,24 
0,8 

orithm
e algorithm 3,02 -0,24 

0,75 

Time series of ener sumptiogy con n 
1 
2 GMDH Cooperative immune algo ,13 0,78 

Cooperative immune algorithm  
rithm 3,51 0

2,58 -0,09 0,86 

 
 

 Conclusion 

first time is presented a GMDH hybrid immune algorithm, intended for solving the problems of 
forecasting. It is shown that the use of external criteria greatly improves the quality of the models. As a result we get a 

v  A., Lytvynenko V., Bidyuk P., Cooperative algorithm for solving the problem of approximation 
gnals, Proceedings of VIII All-Ukrainian International Conference on Signal/Image Processing and Pattern 

Recog

 a given temperature regime at the front of crystallization, Collected Works 
in thr

e Modelling Proceedings (IWIM 2007), Prague (2007), 
204-2

4
 

In the article for the 

formal description of antibodies structure and ways of their association within the limits of a population in the 
functioning computer network. In the paper the approach to solution of the forecasting problem by means of immune 
algorithm, based on the principle of cooperation of antibodies of a population, is offered. Thus, the proposed approach 
is the creation of co-operative immune algorithm provides the ability to create the most appropriate model to solve tasks 
of forecasting provided the use of heuristic self-organization. Was experimentally proven the effectiveness of using 
external criteria in the synthesis models of complex systems. Further studies will be directed towards determining the 
laws that allow you to provide maximum system properties in the models generated by the described principles. 
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